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To His

Excellency

Massattyxmtte.

Samuel W. McCall, Governor

of the

Commonwealth

of Massachusetts.

Sir:

— The

Fire

Prevention Commissioner for the Metro-

politan District herewith submits his second annual report.

Very

respectfully,

JOHN

A.

O'KEEFE,

Fire Prevention Commissioner
for the Metropolitan District.

Fire Prevention Commissioner for the Metropolitan District.

SECOND ANNUAL REPORT.
Alarms and Losses under Fire Prevention.
The

Prevention

Fire

Commissioner

was appointed to office Sept.
Commissioner was appointed October

District

November

7.

These three

officials,

the

for

Metropolitan

the Deputy
and the Secretary,
with an office boy and six
16,

1914;

21,

stenographers, constituted the entire working force of the de-

partment.

The task

monwealth

of Massachusetts.

assigned

them was a new one in the ComThe need of fire prevention had

long been recognized, but the methods to be followed in realizing

it

The

could not be stated except in the most general terms.

work had to be created, and then applied
and towns, independent of one another, and
possessing various forms of government and ordinance.
Out
of multiplicity must be brought uniformity; out of confusion,
harmony. That was a task that could not be accomplished in
a few weeks, or even in a few months. Yet it is of interest, and
of some value, to consider changes in the number of fires and
in the amount of fire losses throughout the district during the
entire plan of

in twenty-six cities

first

year of

fire

prevention, that

is,

the year 1915.

In making a comparison of the number of

any other year,

it

fires in

1915 with

has seemed that the month of March should not

March, 1915, was an exceptionally dry month; in
was no measurable rainfall during the entire month.
The result was that woods fires and other out-of-door fires
necessitated constant alarms.
Conditions became so bad that
be considered.

fact, there

the Governor issued a proclamation extending the close season
for

game.

In that one month the number of alarms throughout

FIRE PREVENTION.
the district was 3,389, while the normal

[Aug.

number was about

Leaving out of consideration the month

800.

number

alarms of

of

trict for the

year of

fire

all

of

March, the

kinds in the entire Metropolitan Dis-

year 1914 was 12,694; in the year 1915, the

prevention, the

number

of

alarms was 9,933.

Dur-

numnum-

ing the part of 1916 that has passed, the decrease in the

ber of

fires

has continued.

The

first

following table gives the

ber of alarms in each city and town of the district during the

June in the years 1914, 1915 and 1916:

month

of

Number

of Fire

Towns

Alarms

of All

Kinds

— Bell

of the Metropolitan District for the

and

Still

Month

of

—

— in

Cities

June in

the

1914, 1915 and 1916.

1914.

Arlington,

Belmont,

.

.

Boston,
Brookline,

.

Cambridge,
Chelsea,
Everett,

Lexington,

Lynn,
Maiden,
Medford,

.

Melrose,

Milton,

Newton,
Quincy,
Reading,

.

Revere,

Rockland,

.

Saugus,
Somerville,

Stoneham,
Waltham,

.

Watertown,
Winchester,

Winthrop,

.

Woburn,
Total,

.

16

1915.

and

Years

1916.
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The

decrease in the

fire loss

throughout the

In 1914 the

loss

fire

throughout the

decrease of $218,481.46.

district

was $4,452,814.48.

in 1915 the fire loss

during

district

1915 was at a much lower rate. In comparing the
month of March is not excluded.
295.94;

9
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fire loss,

was

the

$4,671,-

This was a

In connection with this decrease, two

remembered: in the first place, prior to 1915,
was increasing, and in the second place, the number
of buildings and the population in the district are constantly
increasing.
The increase in the fire loss has been stayed, and
the movement towards a decrease has been commenced. The
figures are at hand for the fire loss in the cities and towns of
the district outside Boston for the first four months of the
In those cities and towns the fire loss for the
present year.
first four months of 1915 was $958,400, and for the first four
months of the present year, $868,900. This indicates a profacts should be

the

fire loss

of fires

is not made with 1914 but
showed a reduction from 1914.
perhaps natural that a campaign of education should
show more marked results in a decrease of the number
than in a decrease of the fire loss. In most fires the

loss is

small;

The comparison

gressive reduction.

with 1915, which
It is

at

first

itself

the greater part of the loss comes in a com-

paratively few

Those

fires.

fires

or in congested value districts.

by a campaign

of education as

are in large establishments,

They are reached not so much
by improvements in fire depart-

ments, installation of sprinklers, removal of hazardous occupancies from congested value districts, and other similar measures that require

being constantly

many

of

more time

made

them on the

for execution.

in the fire

Improvements are

departments

initiative of this

of the district,

department; hazardous

occupancies are constantly being isolated or guarded; sprinklers
are constantly being installed;

the

fire

loss

may

and a more rapid decrease

in

be expected as these protective measures

increase.

Factory Fires.
Perhaps no

more disastrous in indirect conNot only is property, and in
destroyed in such fires, but the very means

class of fires is

sequences than factory

many

instances

life,

fires.

FIRE PREVENTION.
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of existence are

factory that
suffer,

is

[Aug.

taken from the families of workers.

If

the

destroyed be a large one, hundreds of families

and become dependent on the help

of friends;

if

many

be destroyed in a conflagration, as in Chelsea or
Salem, perhaps thousands of families are exposed to privations
factories

The owner of the factory can look to his insurworkman has no insurance on his wages. The
distress falls on him with all its weight.
If lives are lost they
are usually the lives of wage earners.
For these reasons the
workman is especially and vitally interested in preventing facof all kinds.

ance, but the

tory

fires.

On
first

the

Smoking

is

the cause of

many

of these fires.

pages 13 and 14 of the Fire Prevention Commissioner's

annual report
office of

is

given an account of a conference held at

the Commissioner in December, 1914, with repre-

Labor Unions throughout the district. At
was discussed whether it would be
wise for the Commissioner, in the exercise of the power conferred on him by section 13, subdivision J, of the Fire Prevention Act, to forbid smoking in factories. It was the unanimous
opinion of the representatives of the Central Labor Unions that
it would be unwise to do so;
that it would drive smoking to
cover,
to the out-of-the-way parts of the factories, where the
danger would be increased. They recognized the evil of the
practice, however, and advised that education and persuasion
be used in the attempt to lessen it. The Commissioner was
convinced of the wisdom of their advice. He abandoned the
thought of correcting the evil by regulation, and instead, sent
sentatives of Central

this conference the question

—

letters to all labor unions, distributed factory cards that called

attention to the disastrous results of factory
for

many

and arranged
by himself or by

fires,

addresses at labor meetings, either

others interested in the cause, in which were pictured the dis-

astrous results of factory

fires

to the workers.

In this cam-

paign the Commissioner had the help and sympathy of employer and employee, for both were interested in the result at

which he was aiming, and both approved the methods

of

work

that he adopted.

was reasonable to expect that the labor unions would give
work their hearty support. Labor unions are founded on
the central principle that the pleasure and interests of the inIt

this

PUBLIC

1916.]

dividual

must
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and

yield to the pleasure

man who,

cannot but condemn the
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interests of

all.

for the pleasure of a

They
smoke

working hours or in any hours within a factory, endangers

the comfort and even the lives of fellow workers, or of the

As a matter

wives and children of fellow workers.
labor unions have given the

work

of fact, the

their hearty support.

The work commenced

In order to judge
in December, 1914.
was effective, the Commissioner has caused
to be compiled the number of factory fires in the five months
from January to June 1, 1915, and 1916. In these months in

whether or not

it

1915 there were 113 factory

fires

throughout the Metropolitan

same months in 1916 the number of such fires
throughout the same district was 63. This is a reduction of
44 per cent., and the Commissioner considers it a justification
This reduction of 44 per cent, in
of the methods followed.
factory fires during the months mentioned has been coincident
with a very marked increase in the number of factories, and
in the extent to which they have been used. The same methods
in the

District;

will

be pursued in the future.

Fire Departments.

The Commissioner has endeavored
conditions in the different

fire

ment was urgent he has used
improvements.

to keep in touch with

departments, and where improvehis

influence

Special investigations of

fire

to

obtain such

department con-

Womade to the governing bodies
In Woburn a very complete reorgani-

ditions were conducted in

Cambridge, Milton, Saugus and

burn, and recommendations were
of those municipalities.

zation of the

fire

department has been

effected,

and the ap-

paratus has been increased, through the energetic, intelligent

work

Mayor Johnson, Chief Tracy and Acting Chief BuIn that city new motor apparatus has been added, the

of

chanan.

number

of fire stations

men has been

has been reduced, the number of

reduced, and the permanent

call

men have been

increased.

Throughout the district the motorization of apparatus has
gone on rapidly, and fire houses are being reconstructed to
adapt them to the housing of motor vehicles. In the fire de-

FIRE PREVENTION.
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drawn

[Aug.

of Lynn at present there
The number of permanent men in

of the city

vehicle.

departments

and

being increased;

is

is

no horse-

the different

special attention

is

being

given to the placing and maintenance of hydrants.

In the main, the twenty-six

cities

and towns

of the district

constitute one large area of contiguous populations, so that a

person would not recognize that he was passing from one city
or

town

for the

tems

Under such conditions

to another.

heads

it is

advantageous

departments to establish sys-

of the various fire

of reciprocal services, so that the firemen of

one city shall

respond to alarms on certain adjacent boxes in adjoining cities.
Such systems have been largely established and are working well.

They

furnish to the communities that possess

increased

from

security

These systems

loss,

fire

greatly

with no increased expense.

of reciprocal services are

agreements by the heads of the

them a

based on voluntary

departments;

fire

are the re-

and are an attempt to remedy

sults of actual, practical needs;

the defects of the present system of independent departments

The

in the different municipalities.

interests of the cities

and

towns in the Metropolitan District, in the prevention and extinguishing of fires, are very largely identical. The cities and
towns are separated by artificial boundaries, yet in adjacent
cities and towns fire apparatus and fire stations are duplicated,
and marked differences exist in the nature and maintenance of
the apparatus and

the firemen.

fire

houses,

and

In short, in adjacent

diverse policies

may

and pay of
towns the most

in the discipline
cities

or

control the fire departments.

All this

is

In the opinion of the Fire Pre-

not conducive to efficiency.

vention Commissioner the development of the Metropolitan
District has reached a point where a Metropolitan fire depart-

Such action would in no sense
would simply present on a larger scale
the change that recently took place when Hyde Park was an-

ment

is

demanded

absolutely

be revolutionary.

It

nexed to Boston.

Automatic Sprinklers.
There
tion of

is

life

no more

effective

or property

matic sprinklers.

The

by

method
fire

initial

of preventing the destruc-

than the installation of auto-

cost

is

sometimes considerable,

PUBLIC

1916.]
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will usually

reimburse the

In addition to that, fac-

and business blocks that are equipped with automatic
more attractive to purchasers or to tenants than

sprinklers are

factories or blocks not so equipped.

man, rather against

Last

a

fall

Lynn

business

put automatic sprinklers in his
Recently he said to the Commissioner that he wished

block.

his wishes,

some one had made him do

this years ago.

It

had reduced

his

insurance rate from $34 to $17 on each thousand dollars of in-

Again, last year a large wooden carriage factory in

surance.

South Boston was equipped with sprinklers on the initiative of
the Commissioner. In January of the present year, a fire broke
out in that factory, and was held by the sprinklers to a trifling
After the

loss.

fire

the owner stated

it

as his belief that with-

out the sprinklers he would have lost his entire plant.

In-

stances like these have been numerous.

The

fire

prevention statute recognized the value of automatic

and provided for their installation
Those sections are as follows:

sprinklers,

and

12.

—

in sections 10, 11

Section 10. Any building within the metropolitan district used in
whole or in part for the business of woodworking, or for the business of
manufacturing or working upon wooden, basket, rattan or cane goods or
articles, or

tow, shavings, excelsior, oakum, rope, twine, string, thread,

bagging, paper, paper stock, cardboard, rags, cotton or linen, or cotton
or linen garments or goods, or rubber, feathers, paint, grease, soap,

oil,

varnish, petroleum, gasoline, kerosene, benzine, naphtha, or other in-

flammable fluids, and any building in the metropolitan district used in
whole or in part for the business of keeping or storing any of such goods
or articles, except in such small quantities as are usual for domestic use,
or for use in connection with

and

as incident to

some business other

than such keeping or storing, shall, upon the order of the commissioner,
be equipped with automatic sprinklers: provided, however, that no such
order shall apply to any building unless four or more persons live or are
usually employed therein above the second floor.
Section 11. The basements of any buildings within the limits of the
metropolitan district shall, upon notice in writing by the commissioner
to the owners of the buildings, be equipped with such dry pipes with
outside connections as the commission may prescribe.
Section 12. Owners of buildings in the metropolitan district who,
within six months after having received written notice from the commissioner under sections ten or eleven, fail to comply with the require-

FIRE PREVENTION.
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ment

of such notice, shall be punished by a
thousand dollars.

[Aug.

fine of

not more than one

be noticed that these sections make the authority to
sprinklers dependent on two conditions: first, the main-

It will
install

tenance in the building of a hazardous, or a semihazardous

and second, the usual presence above the second

occupancy;

No

floor of at least four persons.

may

business

be, unless four persons live or are usually

ployed above the second

floor,

may

be,

how many

or

above the second
in the building,

not be ordered.

above two

matter

people

floor, unless

under these

the

em-

under these sections automatic

No

sprinklers cannot be ordered.

ing

how hazardous

matter

may

how
live

high the buildor be employed

there be a hazardous occupancy

sections,

automatic sprinklers can-

Sprinklers cannot be ordered in buildings not

stories,

nor in lumber sheds, coal sheds, freight

many

similar buildings

hazard be very great.

Last year the

sheds, boat builders' sheds, car barns or

even though the

fire

Cambridge called the attention of the
Fire Prevention Commissioner to conditions existing in coal
and wood yards in the district between Main and Cambridge
streets.
All recognized the imminent hazard, but the Commissioner was without authority to guard against it. A few weeks
officials

later

of the city of

a disastrous conflagration destroyed one of these coal

yards.

The

Prevention

administering

the

sprinkler sections of the statute, has no inspectors of his

own

Fire

Commissioner,

whom he can depend to
need of sprinkler protection.

on

the local

officials,

the

fire

call his

in

attention to buildings in

For that service he depends on

departments, the building depart-

ments or the health departments. By one of these departments a report is made to him, stating the main facts that
constitute the hazard of the building, and recommending
sprinklers.
The owner is then notified, and requested to call
at the office of the Fire Prevention Commissioner.
If he admit the need of sprinklers an order is issued at once; if he
deny the need of sprinklers he is required to state his objections.

These are then carefully examined, perhaps sent to the
who made the report, and perhaps made the basis

local officials

DOCUMENT — No.
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for a reinspection.

number
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financial condition of the owner, the

may

he

of other similar obligations

be under, the con-

venience of business carried on in the building are

Sometimes,

ered.

inspection

is

if

made by

Everything

missioner.

the Commissioner or the
is

expenditure of money.

done to eliminate

Finally,

sound, an order for sprinklers
order

is

penalty of $1,000.

mon any owner
so much care is

consid-

It

Deputy Com-

injustice or

a foolish

the recommendation appear

if

Compliance with the

issued.

is

by law within

required

all

the owner persist in his objections, a final

months, under a

six

maximum

has not yet been found necessary to sum-

into court;

may

this

be due to the fact that

what buildings should be

exercised in deciding

sprinklered.

Frequently, after an order for sprinklers has been issued, the

owner

improve the conditions

will so

ing hazardous occupancies, or

by

by removby installing

in the building

fireproofing, or

an automatic alarm, that the need for sprinklers is lessened or
ended, and in such cases the order is modified or revoked. It
has been stated that no owner has been called into court for
refusing to obey a sprinkler order;

that though

it

common

is

for

should also be stated

it

owners to be represented by

attorneys, yet no order of the Commissioner has been carried
to the courts

From June

by the owner.
1,

to July

1915,

1,

1916, 219 sprinkler orders

were issued by the Commissioner.
sprinklers

Of

these,

130 were for

throughout the building, 42 for sprinklers in the

basement alone, 19
and 28 were

for

sprinklers in the

basement and

first

on various other floors.
Twenty-one orders were modified or revoked for the reasons
floor,

for

sprinklers

stated above.

The
rates

installation of sprinklers tends to reduce the insurance

on a building;

joining buildings,

it

also lessens the exposure hazard of ad-

and to that extent tends to reduce the

surance rates on adjoining buildings.

by prominent

real

estate

It

owners that

it

in-

has been suggested

would be wise to

sprinkler entire blocks in the congested sections of the city,
in order that the security afforded each building

to the advantage of its neighbors.

It

might react

has seemed to the

Com-

missioner that there was merit in this suggestion, and that

it

FIRE PREVENTION.
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might well be adopted, at the same time giving attention to
where the fire hazard was great.

isolated buildings

One

on the Commissioner in ordering
sprinklers is the condition of the street on which the building
stands.
If the street has been newly paved the Commissioner
feels that he should not cause it to be opened, except in cases
of extreme urgency.
An attempt has been made to meet this
practical limitation

difficulty

vance a

by sending

list

to the Commissioner

of streets to

some weeks

be paved, in order that he

may

in ad-

deter-

mine what work is to be done before the pavement is laid.
That plan has sometimes failed for the reason that the examination of the

list

of streets required

months

of

work by the

inspectors of the fire department.

Similar to the sprinklering of entire blocks

is

the attempt of

the Commissioner to install basement sprinklers in the entire
business section of the city of

Lynn around

Central Square.

Such a course would largely insure the heart of the city against
a conflagration, and would soon result in a general lowering of
insurance rates for that

district.

Removal of Hazardous Occupancies.

A

method

of guarding against large fire loss is the
removal of hazardous occupancies from congested value, or

third

congested population, districts.

Carpenter shops, paint shops,

excelsior factories or warehouses, or other similar kinds of busi-

ness in the neighborhood of large buildings stored with valuable

merchandise, or in the neighborhood of large apartment houses
or tenement blocks, largely increase the danger of loss of
or property
sioner

by

fire.

It

— a policy in which he has had the splendid,

courageous

support of John Grady, Fire Commissioner of Boston

move

life

has been the policy of the Commis-

or at least lessen this danger.

At times the

— to

policy

re-

may

have seemed to work a hardship on the tenant or the owner,
but it has plainly been in the interest of the public safety.

One

application of this policy has been the removal of black-

smith shops from tenement houses.

These three

lines

of

work

— the

improvements

of

the

fire

departments, the installation of sprinklers, and the removal of

PUBLIC DOCUMENT — No.
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hazardous occupancies from congested value, or congested population districts
may be expected gradually to cut down the

—

the campaign of education has cut

losses, as

down

the alarms.

Blower Systems.
Blower systems that are used for the conveyance

an additional

or refuse have introduced into factories
ard.

In woodworking establishments they carry

and

dust; in shoe factories, the leather dust;

various kinds of refuse.

The

in the ducts, the rapidly

moving

fine

a blower system branches into
sible the rapid

spread of

once

fire

of the fire is further facilitated

haz-

the saw-

in other factories,

combustible material carried

air,

all

off

of stock
fire

and the manner in which

make posThe spread

parts of a factory
it

has started.

by the coating that the dust

forms on the inside of the duct.

Fires from this cause are

rapidly growing more frequent, with the increased use of blower

Such a

systems.
is

fire

may

start in several ways.

A man who

working at a machine that feeds into such a system

toss a partly

consumed

cigarette into

emery dust carried

iron or

into

it

may

ignite the combustible

over-heated bearings that are improperly installed

dust;

set the dust afire;

or even static electricity from the belt

ignite readily inflammable material that
late near ducts.

These

is

by law the construction

Massachusetts does not.
against factory

fires

may
may

allowed to accumu-

are due to improper construction

fires

or improper maintenance of the blower systems.

regulate

may

particles of red-hot

it;

Other States

or maintenance of blowers;

It is highly desirable as a precaution

that legislation should be enacted giving

some department authority to make rules for the construcand maintenance of blower systems. Such authority might
be given to the Fire Prevention Commissioner in an additional

to

tion

subdivision under section 13 of chapter 795 of the Acts of 1914.

A

of this character occurred at 21

fire

South Boston, recently.
inquiry

that

it

Yours

by the

The

Wormwood

following letter in reply to an

Fire Prevention Commissioner

is

interesting in

states clearly the concrete particulars of the fire

of

February 2 at hand in regard to the

occurred in the blower used by

— Company,

—

Street,

fire

:

—

which recently

in the factory buildings,

FIRE PREVENTION.
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21 Wormwood Street, South Boston, Mass., and in reply I would say
that the dust spoken of in your letter comes from the grinding off of
surplus leather and linings, together with tack heads which hold the

same

This grinding

in place preparatory to applying the sole of the shoe.

done on a machine called a "pounder," which is like a
circular rasp and revolves very rapidly. The sparks are caused by grinding off the tacks. It is impossible to separate the tack dust from the
or smoothing

is

leather dust at the machine.

Mr.

Company

of the

says the apparatus they are

now

in-

a large blower and cyclone dust collector, will do
away with the possibility of a fire in the future. The apparatus is guaranCompany, and is used by the largest shoe manufacturers.
teed by the
stalling, consisting of

The connections between, the machine and cyclone collector which they
are now installing are short and direct; also the dust drops from the
metal cans which are to be emptied twice a day, noon
fire on January 27 was due to
there being too many machines on one dust collector or blower; also
to the long run of horizontal pipe which became plugged, and stopped
collector into the

The

and

night.

any

circulation.

principal cause of the

This letter describes a condition of things that would be
and then it shows how

impossible under proper regulations;

a few simple precautions will result in making impossible a
similar

In the interest of the public safety, blowers should

fire.

be regulated.

Factory Fire Drills.
If

a

fire

occur in a factory the one all-important thing

is

to

At such a time,
and the knowledge of what to do are of prime
importance. These conditions can be expected only when operatives are to some extent familiar with the course that should
be taken in case of a fire, and that knowledge is obtained only
from factory fire drills. In New York City, and in other places,
such drills are required by law. Usually in the lead, in indusget the operatives out as speedily as possible.
order, speed

trial legislation, in this

matter, Massachusetts

is

behind other

States.

In

many workshops

sixth floor;

the operatives are on the fourth, fifth or

the floor space

and countless other

is

things;

crowded with shoe racks, benches
the approach to the

fire

escape,

blocked by a bench, a table or perhaps
through a window,
a machine; the operatives may never have been told where the
is

fire
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be more than one stairway, but they

have been accustomed to use a particular one; no one is in
command to direct their exit from the burning building. These

and

are actual conditions,

can readily be seen that they are

it

conditions that might lead to disastrous results.

we have had few
but in factory

factory

fires

Fortunately,

that have resulted in loss of

fires

as in school fires

it is

life;

the exceptional against

which we must guard.
Factory drills will familiarize the operatives with the things
that should be done in case of an actual fire; moreover, they
will disclose and cause to be corrected the negligence of some
employers in crowding factory
escapes,

and
fire

blocking passages to

fire

Legislation should be enacted re-

the exit of the operatives.
quiring

floors,

permitting other conditions that confuse or retard

in

drills

workshops above the second

containing above a stated

number

floor,

and

of operatives.

Already in Boston some industrial establishments have recognized the need of fire drills, and have voluntarily adopted them.

The

operatives are organized with leaders on each floor; specific

duties in the matter of opening exits

and using portable

guishers are assigned to certain persons; and every one

structed in the course to be followed
strikes.

when

After that, occasionally, the signal

the

is

fire

extinis

in-

signal

given at times

that will least interfere with the business of the establishment.

The

Fire Prevention

ganize

fire drills in

Department

is

shops or factories.

Dwelling House

By

ready, on request, to or-

Fiees.

far the larger part of the fires in the Metropolitan Dis-

trict

break out in dwelling houses.

fires

to reach successfully.

or negligence

Regulations

on the part

made

appears to be a

They

is

a

difficult

class of

of the person in charge of the house.

to prevent

field

It

are due largely to ignorance

them could not be

where the hope

enforced.

of fire prevention

It

depends

on education.
In the city of

Lynn

in 1915 there were 28 factory fires, 17

and 173 dwelling house fires.
the year the Commissioner commenced
store fires

dwelling house

fires in

Lynn.

(1)

He

At the beginning of
special work to reach

asked the municipal coun-
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an ordinance requiring the inspection

to enact

cil

[Aug.
of the heating

plant in every apartment house, lodging house or tenement

house during the months of September and October each year.

Such an inspection would disclose the defective furnaces, heat
pipes and chimneys that cause many fires during the early part
of the winter.

in a simple

(2)

He

prepared a

manner with the

leaflet of four

pages dealing

different kinds of dwelling house

and caused it to be distributed to all school children.
(3) Inasmuch as most dwelling house fires arise from conditions
imder the control of women, it seemed that some effort should

fires,

be

made

to be

women

to educate the

causes of dwelling house

by

fires.

composed wholly or

in part of

men

and
women.

dresses, the

arrangements being

the Commissioner.

effective

societies of all kinds,

Many

the city volunteered to

of

all

The newspapers

and usually gave

its

common
way seemed

the city in the

short addresses to clubs

professional

address,

of

The most

business

make

and

these ad-

perfected in the office of
of the city

announced each

substance the following day.

This

plan was followed through the months of January, February

was such as might naturally be expected to
fires.
Whether as a consequence of
this work or not, dwelling house fires did decrease in Lynn, in
a marked degree, during the first part of the present year. In
the first five months of 1915 there were 93 such fires in that
city; in the first five months of the present year the number
fell to 46.
It should be added that the leaflet distributed in
the Lynn schools was distributed in all schools throughout the
and March.

It

decrease dwelling house

district.

An

effort will

be made during the coming

and towns adopt some form

fall

to have cities

of ordinance requiring an annual

inspection of heating plants in dwelling houses of the classes

mentioned above.
trous,

and

In such buildings

fires

are frequently disas-

their source is usually in the basement.

Fire Protection in Stables for Horses.

On

Dec. 27, 1915, a

fire

49 horses were destroyed.
$15,000.

The

stable

was

Lynn stable, in which
The insurance on them was about

occurred in a

practically a two-story building, 225
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with the horses on the second

feet long,
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At one end

floor.

of

the building the second story was on a level with the yard, and

the only exit was at this end.

had been an

If there

exit at the

other end most of the horses could have been saved.

Rowley

junction with Dr.

In con-

of the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals the Commissioner petitioned the Legislature for legislation that would protect horses stabled above the

The

first floor.

following measure

Chapteb

An Act

158,

was enacted

General Acts of

:

—

1916.

to require Fire Protection in Stables for Horses and

Mules.
Be

it

enacted,

Section

etc.,

1.

as follows:

No

horse or mule shall be stabled on the second or any-

higher floor of any building unless there are two means of exit therefrom, at opposite ends of the building, to the

Section

2.

main

or street floor.

This act shall not apply to stables equipped with an

automatic sprinkler system.

Section

3.

Any

violation of this act shall be punished

not more than two hundred dollars.
Section 4. This act shall take effect on the
the year nineteen hundred and seventeen.

first

day

by a

fine of

of January, in

[Approved April 26, 1916.

Inflammable Fluids.
Sale of Gasoline in Boston Harbor.

In Boston Harbor are very
engines,

and used

for

many

pleasure

boats propelled by gasoline

or

in

the off-shore fisheries.

Prior to 1911 these boats took on gasoline without restriction

at

any point along the water

very great

fire

hazard.

front.

This practice created a

In 1911 the department having

juris-

diction, established regulations forbidding the delivery of gaso-

power boats along the water front, and requiring that it
should be purchased from gasoline vessels stationed in the harThese
bor, at some location assigned by the harbor master.
They
gasoline vessels were licensed under these regulations.
obtained their gasoline and kerosene by means of supply boats
that were supplied at certain points on the water front. Gradually, enforcement of the regulations ceased, and when the Fire
Prevention Commissioner took office, gasoline was being sold

line to

FIRE PREVENTION.
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and delivered quite freely from the wharves. He re-established,
with some changes, the regulations on Jan. 1, 1915, and they
are being well observed

by the owners

of

supply boats.

These gasoline vessels are located a safe distance off Fish
Pier; two are located off East Boston, and two others in Cow

With one or two exceptions the gasoline vessels
The regulations define the manner in which
they shall be anchored and maintained; the license limits the
amount of gasoline and kerosene that shall be carried. Thus

Pasture Bay.

are old hulks.

the regulations for the sale of gasoline in Metropolitan waters

have very largely removed the danger of gasoline fires at the
wharves. In the main, the owners of gasoline boats have lived

up

to the regulations.

This system for delivering gasoline to power boats

improvement on the old system

is

a great

of indiscriminate sale at the

—

the
wharves, but there are objections to the present system,
gasoline vessels are not attractive objects; they may to some
extent interfere with navigation;

and there

is

the remote dan-

ger that in a storm, or as the result of collision, the gasoline

may

flow over the water.

A

more

would be to

desirable plan

build a cement station at some proper point on the shore of

the harbor, and require gasoline to be purchased at that staSuch a station might be constructed so that sections
tion.

could be leased to companies or individuals desiring to engage
might be leased to one

in the business, or the entire location

concern,

— perhaps,

if

public policy did not prohibit, to the

Such a system
concern that would pay the highest rental.
would be safer, and would be more in keeping with the proper

management

of a great harbor.

The concerns that

are licensed

Harbor would like some such arrangeCommissioner brought the matter
Prevention
ment. The Fire
to the attention of the Directors of the Port of Boston. That

to

sell

gasoline in Boston

Board recognized the need

of a change,

clear to erect the station desired.

consideration,

and

solution

its

but did not see

The matter

may

require

is

its

still

action

way

under

by the

Legislature.

When

the regulations governing the sale of gasoline in harbors were prepared, it was assumed that the authority of the
Commissioner extended only to the sellers of gasoline; as a
,
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result,

those regulations

made no attempt
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to improve condi-

on the power boats.
Feb. 26, 1915, the power boat "Mary C. Santos" commenced to take on gasoline from the "Smith Tuttle," one of
the licensed gasoline boats. Suddenly there was an explosion
tions

On

The

that seemed to originate below the deck of the "Santos."

explosion lifted the deck of the "Santos," caused the schooner

and destroyed the

to sink,

by the Boston

men.

lives of three

An

boat was only slightly damaged.

The

gasoline

investigation conducted

Fire Commissioner at the request of the Fire

Prevention Commissioner

made

clear that the tragedy

it

was

due to poor conditions on the power boat. The Fire Prevention Commissioner called a conference to which were invited
representatives of the oil companies, the harbor master, and

Deputy Chief Taber

of the

Boston Fire Department.

It

was

agreed that the explosion on the "Santos" was due to an ac-

cumulation of gasoline vapors in the hold that had been set
off

by a

The harbor master and Dep-

light or fire in the hold.

uty Chief Taber were appointed a committee to suggest new
regulations, for the vessels selling gasoline, that would prevent

The

explosions like that on the "Santos."

following regulations

were suggested by them, approved by the
tablished by the Commissioner:

—

All

(a)
filler

motor

vessels having gasoline tanks

oil

experts,

below deck

and

shall

es-

have a

pipe connected directly with the tank, the upper end of which shall

be flush with the deck, connected with a deck plate, and
screw cap.
(6)

All

motor

vessels,

have

all lights

lights

and windows

It is

now

fitted

with a

while taking gasoline into their tanks, shall

extinguished,

and

all

hatchways, companionways, sky-

closed.

the duty of the gasoline vessels, before delivering

gasoline to a

power boat, to

see that

it is

in conformity with

these regulations.

Since the tragedy on the

"Mary

C. Santos" the Attorney-

General has stated as his opinion that "the provisions of law
vest in the Fire Prevention Commissioner authority to

make

reasonable regulations governing the use of gasoline within the

Metropolitan Fire Prevention District, whether the use of the

FIRE PREVENTION.
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is

upon land

or

upon water."
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That opinion

will

enable

the Fire Prevention Commissioner to require reasonably safe
conditions on power boats that are- within his district.

Anchorage of Gasoline Boats.

In another

way

the use of gasoline creates danger in Boston

Recently the Fire Commissioner of Boston made the
following report to the Fire Prevention Commissioner

Harbor.

:

I respectfully report that

mercial

Wharf which

—

a condition exists in the vicinity of Coman absolute hazard to life and prop-

constitutes

erty.

Located at what is known as the Eastern Packet Wharf are moored
during the day and night hundreds of motor boats, containing all the
way from 50 to 2,000 gallons of gasoline. These boats are owned and
used mainly by fishermen

who

are very careless in matters pertaining

Surrounding this wharf
to smoking, cooking, etc., around the boats.
are freight, mercantile and manufacturing houses, which are exposed

Recent fires on several of these boats, and
on August 21, when a life was lost on a boat owned by John
Hogan which contained about 1,000 gallons of gasoline, have made it
necessary to make an investigation, from which it has been learned that

to considerable danger.
especially

the

amount

of gasoline carried in these boats at this location

makes

it

one of the worst hazards along the water front.

The fire of August 21, which the report mentions, was caused
by dropping a match into a gasoline tank. The danger is that
in so great an assemblage of gasoline boats the fire may become
general, or may, under favoring conditions, extend to the buildThe condition described is not
ings along the water front.
peculiar, except in extent, to the vicinity of Commercial Wharf.
To a less extent it exists near all the bridges, and here and
there along the water front.

and

Again, the Directors of the Port

the harbor master were consulted,

and

it

was

their unani-

mous opinion that the gasoline boats now anchored near Commercial Wharf should be anchored in some less hazardous
locality, and the basin just beyond the Fish Pier was sugThe matter is now under consideration.
gested.
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Transportation of Gasoline through Boston.
1.

In the light of accidents that had happened, and after

conferences with railroad

officials,

it

was considered necessary

to incorporate the following sections in the gasoline regulations.

17.

No

vehicle engaged in the business of transporting

any

volatile

inflammable fluid over a public way in any city or town of said district,
in quantity exceeding 25 gallons, shall approach nearer than 3 feet to

any rail of a street railway, unless it become necessary to do so for the
purpose of passing another vehicle or an obstruction, or for the purpose
of avoiding an accident, or on account of insufficient space in the street.
Before approaching nearer to said

rail

the person in charge of the vehicle

towards the rear, and hold out his arm so that it may be
plainly seen by persons in charge of vehicles behind him that he intends
to turn from the path in which he is proceeding.
18. At cross streets no vehicle transporting volatile inflammable fluids,
in the quantity above mentioned, shall enter upon car tracks until
it has been brought to a full stop, and until the person in charge of said
vehicle has satisfied himself that it is safe to enter upon said tracks.
This shall not apply to any automobile or motor truck that is not engaged in the business of transporting volatile inflammable fluids.
shall look

During the holiday season of 1915-16 arrangements were
made with the oil companies not to send gasoline wagons through
the congested streets of Boston during the hours when the congestion existed. The oil companies kept the agreement faithfully, with the same fine regard for the public welfare that they
have manifested in all their dealings with the Fire Prevention
2.

Commissioner.
3.

Early

last

March,

in the city of Detroit, a railroad

car containing gasoline began to leak,
into the sewer.

stroyed a large

and the

tank

gasoline flowed

The result was a terrible explosion that deamount of property, and hazarded life. The

Fire Prevention Commissioner sent accounts of this accident
to heads of fire departments, with directions for handling a

leaking gasoline car.

In response to his letter he received from

the Fire Commissioner of Boston a communication calling his
attention to the transportation of gasoline in freight cars over

Atlantic Avenue,

and containing

this sentence

:

—

FIRE PREVENTION.
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You

means

are doubtless familiar with the

[Aug.-

of transporting freight

along Atlantic Avenue, between the North and South terminals. This
freight transfer road crosses subways, tunnels and sewers in abundance;

and an accident from leakage
vicinity of

Dewey Square

head gasoline, in the
might cause tremendous loss

of gasoline, or casing

or State Street,

of life or property.

t

*

.

.

and the Fire Prevention
Commissioner at once took the matter up with the railroads
and shippers. Without the necessity of issuing an order, arrangements have been made so that no more gasoline cars shall
be transported over Atlantic Avenue except in case of necessity, with the special permit of the Commissioner, and under

The warning seemed a wise

one,

the supervision of the Fire Department.

Effect of Gasoline Regulations.
Prior to 1914 the sale and use of gasoline and other volatile
inflammable fluids was subject to very slight control in the

Large tanks of gasoline were installed

Metropolitan District.

without permission and without supervision, and gasoline was
kept in homes, stores, shops and factories in common kerosene
cans, or even in glass bottles.
fires.

The

In May, 1914, the District Police
In the

lent code of regulations.

fall

was many gasoline
established an excel-

result

the Fire Prevention

Com-

missioner adopted these regulations with such changes as experience showed to be necessary or the convenience of business
required.

Restriction

is

always distasteful, and complaints were

heard of the attempt to guard the use of these dangerous fluids.
The results would seem to prove the wisdom of the regulations.
The number of gasoline fires throughout the Metropolitan District in

1914 was 104; in 1915 the number

fell

to 46.

Construction of Garages.
In the construction of garages an attempt has been ma'de to
modify previous regulations, as far as reasonable safety would

Small
permit, for the purpose of conveniencing the public.
private garages carry but little hazard. Under previous regulations,

if

made

of

wood, they must be situated at least 20 feet
building; under present regulations

from the nearest wooden
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Under previous regulations a

12 feet.

for such garages;

under present regulations,

in the case of garages intended for not over
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two

cars,

if

the

that the building conforms with

certifies

the regulations of the Fire Prevention Commissioner, no more
is

required.

It is the policy of the Fire

sioner in the light of experience to

and

all

Prevention Commis-

modify gasoline regulations

other regulations as rapidly as a regard for public
v

safety will permit for the convenience of the public.

In the case of large public garages the conditions are altoOn account of the number of persons fre-

gether different.

quenting the garage, and the number of cars stored there, the
is very much increased.
Within the fire limits the regu-

hazard

lations require

an absolutely

first-class

be no wooden construction.

shall
tricts,

even outside the

insistence

fire limits,

on the same kind

building in which there

In thickly populated

of a building.

.

A

result of this

that public garages in the Metropolitan District to-day
trate the very safest

form

is

illus-

of construction.

Fuel
The

dis-

the Commissioner has favored

Oil.

rapid development in the use of fuel

oil

as a substitute

and power plants has made it necessary for
the Commissioner to consider and determine under what restrictions it should be stored and used.
At the present time

for coal in heating

there

is

pending a petition for permission to store 30,000 gal-

lons under a high office building in Boston.
It

has been necessary to consider not alone the restrictions

under which

fuel oil should

be stored and used, but also peti-

tions for the establishment of plants for distributing

use

is

it.

Its

being introduced into the textile mills, and that would

seem to necessitate that Lowell, Lawrence and other cities
should be supplied from Boston. In 1915 the Mexican Petroleum Corporation sought permission to establish a large fuel
oil plant in the city of Chelsea, on twenty acres of marsh land
fronting on Chelsea Creek.
Their plan was to erect at this
place tanks for about 400,000 barrels, of oil, which would be
brought to Boston by water. From this plant the oil would
be distributed throughout

New

England.

With proper

safe-
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guards such a plant could be erected and maintained without

The mayor and the Chief
Department favored it. The Commissioner was

hazard to the city
the Fire

of Chelsea.

The route

of

in

would be wise to burden the upper
Boston Harbor with another fleet of oil

doubt, however, whether

and narrower parts

of

it

two
and
under
three
lines of
bridges.
The matter
seemed a broad and important one, on which expert opinion
The Commissioner invited the following
should be sought.
officials to attend a conference:
Councillors Hagan, Attridge
and Ballantyne of the Boston City Council; Fire Commissioner
Grady; Messrs. Cram and Walsh of the Boston City Planning
Board; John N. Cole of the Industrial Development Board;
Harbor Master Perry; Mr. Joslin, representing the Chamber
of Commerce; and Edward F. McSweeney, chairman of the
vessels.

of the vessels lay across the courses of

ferryboats,

Directors of the Port of Boston.

men were

able to be present.

their consideration:

first,

Fortunately,

Two

all

these gentle-

questions were presented for

whether the petition of the Mexican

Petroleum Corporation involved any special hazard to Boston

what locations in the Metropolitan District
would be considered most desirable for future oil plants. Both
these questions were discussed at length. On the first, it was
the unanimous opinion of the conference that the establishment of the Mexican Petroleum Corporation's plant involves
Harbor;

second,

no special hazard to Boston Harbor,
with modern safeguards.

if

the plant were provided

The opinion was

also freely expressed

that in considering such petitions the Commissioner should be
careful not to permit a striving for conditions of
fection to drive

away important

academic per-

lines of business

from Boston

Harbor and the Metropolitan District. In answer to the second
question it was agreed that the shores of the Neponset River
on the south, and the shores of the Saugus River on the north,
afforded unobjectionable sites for such plants.

nearer the heart of the district were sought,

it

If

a location

was suggested

that such a location might be found on the shores of the Mystic

River in Somerville.

The Commissioner granted

the petition of the Mexican Petro-

leum Corporation. A copy of the license and
under which it was granted follows
:

—

of the restrictions

:
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May, A.D. 1915, the Mexican Petroleum
Mayor and Aldermen of the City

Corporation petitioned the Board of

of Chelsea, situated within the Metropolitan Fire Prevention District
of said

Commonwealth,

for a license to use a tract of land in said Chelsea,

by Eastern
Avenue, northerly by land now or formerly of Gerry et al., northeasterly,
easterly and southerly by Chelsea Creek, southerly again by lands of
the Boston & Albany Railroad Company, and of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, for the purpose of erecting thereon suitable tanks and
structures for storing, treating and distributing petroleum and its various
containing about twenty-two acres, and bounded westerly

products;

And
said

whereas,

Board

of

On

the twenty-ninth day of November, A.D. 1915, the

Mayor and Aldermen,

Prevention Commissioner for said
petitioner leave to

And

whereas

withdraw on

its

acting under authority of the Fire

district, did,

by

vote, give the said

said petition;

The said petitioner appealed from said act of
Mayor and Aldermen to the said Fire Prevention

thereafter,

the said Board of

Commissioner
I, John A. O'Keefe, duly appointed and qualified Fire Prevention
Commissioner for the said District, by virtue of the authority conferred
on me by law, do hereby grant to the said Mexican Petroleum Corporation, as far as in my power lies, the right to use said premises for the
purpose of constructing thereon suitable tanks and other structures for
storing, treating and distributing petroleum and its various products, for
the term of one year. The right to use said premises as above set forth
shall be exercised in the manner indicated on the plan marked "A,"
hereto appended, and in accordance with the conditions, restrictions and
limitations contained in a certain memorandum marked "B," also
hereto appended, except in so far as slight deviations from said plan
and memorandum may be sanctioned by the Fire Prevention Commissioner.
The said plan and memorandum are hereby made parts of this
license.

John A. O'Keefe,
Fire Prevention Commissioner for the Metropolitan District.

Mat

10,

1916.

B.

Memorandum.
and Limitations governing the Construction and
Maintenance of a Plant in Chelsea Creek, in the City of Chelsea, for
the Storage, Treatment and Distribution of Petroleum and its Various
Products, under a License granted to the Mexican Petroleum Corporation by the Fire Prevention Commissioner, May 10, A.D. 1916.

Conditions, Restrictions

1. During the year for which this license
petroleum shall be carried on in said plant.

is

granted, no refining of
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and location

size
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of tanks to be erected shall be in accordance

marked " A," except as provided in the license.
The tank marked "Tank No. 1," on said plan, shall alone be used

with the plan herewith
3.

naphtha or

gasoline; all other tanks shall be used for
with a flash point higher than 150° F.
Each tank shall be surrounded with a circular embankment of

for the storage of

the storage of fuel
4.

filed,

oil,

and having a capacity
than 5 per cent, greater than the tank to be protected.
5. In matters for which provision is not specifically made in this license
and memorandum, the tanks shall conform in material and construction
with the requirements of the National Board of Fire Underwriters.
6. Valves shall be installed in the pipes leading to and from said tanks,
in a manner satisfactory to the Fire Prevention Commissioner.

reinforced concrete, not less than 4 feet in height,

not

less

7.

8.

Tanks shall be filled only by pipes entering over the top.
Manhole covers on the tops of the tanks shall be kept closed only

by the weight of the cover.
9. Each tank shall be protected with the "Foam Extinguisher"
system, constructed in a manner satisfactory to the Fire Prevention
Commissioner.
10.

The bulkhead, and any

piers that

may

be constructed, shall be

constructed with substantial piles and heavy planking, approved

and

Fire Prevention Commissioner,
crete not less

shall

than 3 inches in thickness.
on said premises

11. All buildings erected

by the

be covered with cement conshall

be of

first-class

con-

struction.
12. A substantial fence, of incombustible material, shall be built
around said premises except on the water front.
13. No oil shall be kept or stored on said premises in cans, barrels,
drums, or other similar containers, except for convenience in supplying

the automobiles of the company.

Chelsea, will

and the plan filed with the city clerk of
prevent the development of the business along

channels that

may increase

These

restrictions,

the

fire

rights granted in this license can

hazard.

An extension

of the

be obtained from time to time

only by consent of the city government of Chelsea, or the Fire

Prevention Commissioner, in the same manner in which the
original license

was obtained.

Fire Conditions in Schoolhouses.

The

Fire Prevention Commissioner has no control over the

construction of schoolhouses.
tural conditions

This

is

may

quite proper.

be,

However dangerous the

struc-

he has no authority to order changes.

In the interest of unity and simplicity
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of administration, all authority to supervise the erection of

buildings, or to order changes in existing buildings,

in the District Police, except so far as authority

is

local building commissioners or building inspectors.

vents evasion of responsibility, and
constructed buildings, as well as

is

new

vested

vested in

This pre-

the credit for safely

all

the discredit for unsafely

all

constructed buildings, can be definitely placed.

If

the Fire

Prevention Commissioner believes that structural conditions increase the likelihood of fire loss, he has endeavored to change

them through the
construction, yet
struction,

and

But

District Police or through local officials.

while the statute gives the Commissioner no
it

clearly

in his

if

advise officers of

cities

makes

it

authority over

duty to study con-

his

opinion circumstances require

and

t!owns,

and

to

make

it,

to

suggestions to

the General Court, looking to the improvement of laws, ordi-

nances and by-laws relating to construction.
matters of construction, then,

is

His province in

advisory and not mandatory.

Section 24 of the Fire Prevention Act (chapter 795 of the Acts
of 1914) is as follows:

—

be the duty of the commissioner to study fire hazard and
all matters relating thereto, to hear suggestions and
complaints from all persons and from all cities and towns in the metropolitan district, to advise with the officers of such cities and towns, and
from time to time to make suggestions to the general court and to the
cities and towns looking to the improvement of the laws, ordinances,
and by-laws relating to fire departments, construction of buildings,
building or fire limits, use and occupation of buildings and other premIt shall

fire

ises,

prevention and

protection of existing buildings,

devices,
fire

segregation

hazard, and

all

and

fire

escapes and other life-saving

licensing of trades

other matters relating to

dangerous by reason of
fire

prevention and

fire

hazard.

In performance of the duties and obligations placed on him

by

this section,

shortly after his appointment in the fall of

House a conference
what
wooden shingles. In

1914, the Commissioner called at the State
of officials

from

cities

and towns

in the district to consider

action should be taken in the matter of
further performance of those duties
1915, that he should conduct

it

seemed to him, in May,

an investigation of the fire conand private, throughout

ditions existing in schoolhouses, public
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He had no inspectors to make this investigation
but section 4 of the Fire Prevention Act provided

the district.

him;

for

that he could delegate any inspection required under the act
Head of the Fire Department, or to any other desig-

to the

nated
It

officer in

any

city or

town

in the Metropolitan District.

seemed best to the Commissioner to delegate that work to

the person in charge of each school.

and private schools

A

complete

list

of public

was compiled, and a report

in the district

blank containing 51 questions was sent to the person in charge
of each school.
Those questions were framed to disclose the
height and construction of the building;
stairways;

the

fire drills;

hazards; and, above

all,

the extent to which

it

By

fire

escapes and
fire

the construction of the basement, and

was

July the reports had

on file
was the

the

the proximity to the building of

isolated

from the building above.

been received, and they are to-day
in the Commissioner's office.
As far as appears, this
all

attempt made in the Commonwealth to tabulate
schoolhouse structural, conditions with a view to fire dangers.

To

first

the Commissioner's surprise the reports disclosed in Metro-

politan

schoolhouses the conditions that have since become

generally known.

Public and private schoolhouses were alike

and the dangerous conditions existed more or less
and towns. Under section 24 of the Fire Prevention
Act, quoted above, the Commissioner at once commenced to
communicate with those in charge of private schools, and later
with school committees, and to "advise with" them as required
by law. As has been stated above, he properly had no authority to order the correction of conditions, but it was remarkable
defective,

in all cities

how

frequently his suggestions were put into practice in private

and public schools

He had

alike.

been corresponding with the

director of a large private school in the district,

before the

Peabody

fire

from which the following
Our

hall, I see,

and the day

he received from this director a
is

quoted

:

—

naturally suggests to you a

fire

hazard.

Well, this hall

seldom used, and when used can be most easily emptied.
two large exits about 8 feet wide leading from it.
is

On

letter

There are

the same day the Commissioner answered as follows

:

—
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There is a danger from the hall on the third floor. I note that it is
not frequently used, but fires have a way of occurring at the most inopportune moments. As to the rest of the building, I am not certain

from your letter whether the ceiling of the basement is wire lath and
cement plaster; if it is, and the stairway is protected, that is splendid
work.

common; occasionally they end in
we should do everything possible to render
impossible as human effort can. I am pleased

Fires in school buildings are quite
tragedies,

and

I feel that

such tragedies as nearly
to note that in this view you wholly agree with me, and that

I

have

your earnest co-operation.

The Peabody schoolhouse fire occurred Oct. 28, 1915. Peabody is not in the Fire Prevention District, and accordingly
there was no report in the Commissioner's office on this particular schoolhouse. It was at once apparent that the Peabody
tragedy was due to structural conditions which the reports
made to the Commissioner had shown to be general throughout his district. He was spurred to renewed work in the attempt to have them corrected.
The great Boston fire of 1872 occurred November 9. That
date had been observed as Fire Prevention Day in 1914. In
1915 it seemed that the wisest and most profitable way to observe Fire Prevention Day would be by a conference of officials
of the cities and towns in the Commonwealth, and of citizens
distinguished in the various lines of work that had to do with
schools and construction, who should consider the present conditions of Massachusetts schoolhouses, and recommend methods
The calling and direction of such a
for safeguarding them.
conference appeared to be in a special manner the duty of the
For such a conference there
Fire Prevention Commissioner.
could be no more fitting place than Faneuil Hall. The GovIn the few days that

ernor gave the plan his hearty support.

were available invitations were prepared and sent to officials
and private citizens whose assistance would be of service in
the work that was to be done.

The

conference was opened

following brief address

:

—

by Governor Walsh, with the

Mr. O'Keefe, Ladies and Gentlemen:

—

I

want

one here for evincing this interest in a great public duty.

to thank every

The

obligation
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and particularly upon the government, to prevent

human

waste of property and destruction of
foresight that are so necessary

and

The

life.

vigilance, the

so essential for the protection of

life

and of property from the invasions of a foreign foe are just as essential
and just as important for the prevention of loss of property and of life
from a foe within, and there is no more deadly foe to human life or to
property than fire. Therefore, we do well as citizens to come together
to see in what manner, and in what way, we can plan and we can devise
methods and ways of preserving human life, and saving the property
of our fellow citizens from loss and destruction through the waste by this
namely, fire.
deadly enemy to humanity and to human life,
It is an evidence of public spirit that so many have come from various
parts of the State to participate in this discussion, and by their presence
to emphasize to the whole community the importance of this subject,
and the necessity of every single community in the State being put to
work to prevent every possible loss that may come in the future through

—

fire

to either property or to

And

life.

I think our obligation is all the

we owe to protect the
the young children while performing the duties of preparing
themselves for citizenship. The State requires attendance at school
more

serious

when we come

to the duty which

lives of

by

its young for the purpose of inculcating into their lives the necessary
knowledge and equipment essential for good citizenship. It insists that
its children, who are to be the future citizens, the future statesmen, the

future soldiers, the future mothers, shall

know the

history of our country,

the history of other countries, and by comparison understand

more valuable our

institutions are,

— to know the

sacrifices

how much

which have

been made for the establishment of the liberties which we enjoy here.
In forcing these young children into the schools for this work of preparing for citizenship, and also of preparing themselves to take advantage of the opportunities of fife when they reach a more mature age, it

me we

seems to
isn't like

have a special obligation, because attendance at school
attendance at an amusement, it is a requirement which the

State places on

all

parents and on

to see that these most precious of

all

all

children,

our jewels

—

and we ought,

therefore,

— the children of to-day,

should be guarded as we would
men and women of the future
guard the most valuable jewel that any one of us possesses, for they are

the

They are its most valuable
from among them must come the citizens who are to solve the
problems of the future, and who are to defend the liberties which we

the jewels of the State and of the nation.
assets, for

enjoy.

So our task to-day is an inspiring one, and I am very glad to find so
here, and to find the large number of public-spirited men, representing here the activities of the communities, who have prepared papers

many

and who have expressed a willingness to participate in this discussion.
I want to thank them in the name of all the people of the State, for the
State

is

always grateful to public-spirited

men who

give of their efforts
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some of the problems of their fellow men.
them for their willingness to help suggest a
way and means of doing even more than we have to-day, and of impressing upon this whole community the tremendous importance of safeguarding and protecting in every possible way the lives of others,
the
I

their lives to the solving of

am

especially grateful to

—

lives of

our children.

I therefore

wish this conference Godspeed and success, and I pray

may mean new

efforts upon the
more than it has ever done in the
past to protect property, and safeguard and preserve the lives of our

that the result of your deliberations
part of our

Commonwealth

to do even

fellow citizens, especially of our children.

After the Governor's address the conference chose the Fire

Prevention

Commissioner chairman.

Addresses

on

phases of schoolhouse conditions and needs were then
the following persons

:

—

different

made by

David Snedden, State Commissioner of Education.
Frank Irving Cooper, associate architect for the Russell Sage Foundation.
Prof. C. B. Breed, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Gorham Dana, Manager of
Dr. Thomas L. Harrington,

Underwriters' Bureau of

New

England.

Director of Hygiene in Boston Schools.

R. Clipston Sturgis, architect, and former chairman of Boston Schoolhouse Commission.
Lyon Weyburn, Legislative Counsel for Boston Chamber of Commerce.

After the addresses and a discussion,

a committee
of children in

as

who

:

was voted to appoint

should adopt measures to insure the safety

Massachusetts schools.

the Faneuil Hall Committee,

follows

it

—

was

That committee, known
finally

constituted,

as

John A. O'Keefe, Fire Prevention Commissioner, Chairman.
Jesse A. Barrett, Chief of Peabody Fire Department.
Prof. C. B. Breed, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Dennis E. Carey, Chief of Lawrence Fire Department.
Frank Irving Cooper, associate architect for Russell Sage Foundation.
Gorham Dana, Manager, Underwriters' Bureau of New England.

John Grady, Fire Commissioner

of Boston.

Dr. Thos. F. Harrington, Director of Hygiene in Boston Schools.

George L. Johnson, Chief of Waltham Fire Department.
William H. Sayward, secretary of Boston Master Builders Association,
and chairman of Special Commission to Frame State Building Code.
David Snedden, Commissioner of Education.
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R. Clipston Sturgis, architect, and former chairman of Boston Schoolhouse Commission.
John 0. Taber, Senior Deputy Chief of Boston Fire Department.
Franklin H. Wentworth, secretary, National Fire Protection Association.

Lyon Weyburn,

Legislative

Counsel for Boston Chamber of Com-

merce.

William Brophy, secretary, Fire Chiefs Club of Massachusetts.
Nathaniel Bunker, Chief of Cambridge Fire Department.
Hiram L. Dorman, Schoolhouse Commissioner of Springfield.

Joseph P. Glavin, expert sprinkler worker.
George C. Halcott, Superintendent of Public Buildings, Worcester.
H. P. Jennings, President of Boston Central Labor Union.

Edward N.

Kelly, expert wire lather.

Chas. A. Logue, builder, and formerly of Boston Schoolhouse

Com-

mission.

Joseph McGuinness, architect.
James McNamara, expert electrician.
Edward C. Minohan, Chief of Marlborough Fire Department.
James Moriarty, expert sheet metal worker.

M.

Sewall

W.

Rich, Chief of Somerville Fire Department.

C. Shepard, Chief of Pittsfield Fire Department.

T. G. Toomey, in charge of

fire

protection in Filene's store.

This committee met at the State House, and elected the

Many

Fire Prevention Commissioner chairman.

meetings were

November and December, and the matter of safeguarding existing schoolhouses was very carefully considered.

held through

There appeared to be two possible

lines

of

action:

first,

to

prepare and distribute for the information of school authorities

and

municipal

schools,

and

officials

a

circular

on

safeguarding

second, to initiate legislation.

It

existing

was decided to

prepare the circular, but in regard to legislation to wait, in the
expectation that a
of the

bill

might be introduced by some member

General Court or by some public body.

entitled "Safeguarding Schoolhouses

The

circular,

from Fire," was prepared

by the Faneuil Hall Committee, and, as proper fire prevention
work, was published and distributed by the Fire Prevention
Commissioner. Late in January, 1916, when it was seen that
no legislation for safeguarding schoolhouses had been introduced into the Legislature, the Faneuil Hall Committee met
again.
It was voted to prepare a bill that should aim in a
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protect the

bill

the com-

mittee started with the premises that most schoolhouse
originate in the basement,

and that

if

the

fire

fires

and smoke can

be kept in the basement for a reasonable time the children
be able to pass out by the usual

A

will

copy of that bill
report as Appendix III.

exits.

amended form is annexed to this
was referred by the Legislature of 1916

to a special recess

in
It

com-

who are to report to the General Court in 1917.
The Faneuil Hall Committee are wedded to no particular
With general public support they
bill or form of protection.
mittee,

have contended that the

lives of the children in the schools

made reasonably

should be

Schoolhouse

fires

safe.

are regrettably frequent in Massachusetts.

In the year 1915 there were twenty-six such
in 1914 there were thirty-three.

fires in

the State;

From September,

July, 1916, there were twelve schoolhouse

fires in

1915, to

the Metro-

With favoring circumstances any one

politan District alone.

might have developed into a tragedy. The lives
Massachusetts school children should no longer be staked

of these fires
of

on a chance.

Fike Loss and Insurance.
There can be no question that the burden placed on the

community by
in

surance
or,

fire

which insurance
is

given.

increased by the manner
and by the extent to which inOver-insurance is an incitement to arson,
losses is vastly

is

placed,

at the very least, to carelessness in protecting property.

The commissions paid
those commissions are

brokers,
paid,

and

manner

the

insurance where the hazard should prohibit

all

ure on the part of the broker to inspect the
insurance and unduly hazardous insurance.
refused on property unless

fire

in

lead to over-insurance,

which
and to

insurance.

risk,
If

Fail-

permits over-

insurance were

conditions were improved

many

would be avoided.
The present method of adjusting fire losses is vicious. The
adjusters are under the control of the insured and the company. Imagine a case where the insured carried insurance to
He has a $5,000 fire, but wants
the amount of $250,000.

losses

$25,000.

He

intimates that,

if

he

is

not favored, he will trans-
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What

another company.

will

be the natural

on the agent, and even on the company?
is
the opinion of the Fire Prevention Commissioner that
It
legislation is needed along the following lines
effect

:

1.

Make

—

the fees of agents in part contingent on their success in avoid-

ing losses.
2.

Limit the percentage of premiums to be used by any company in

getting business.
3. Require by law that all insurance adjusters should be appointed
by the Insurance Commissioner of the Commonwealth, assigned by his
office to adjust losses, and paid salaries out of assessments made on the

companies on some equitable basis.
If it be im4. Require personal inspection of risks by the agent.
practicable on account of the expense to do this in all cases, require it
in cases where the amount of the policy exceeds a certain sum. There is
little doubt that the additional expense caused by such inspection would
be

much more than made up

in decreased losses.

It is further the opinion of the Fire Prevention

Commissioner

that legislation along these lines would rescue the business of
fire

insurance from a bad situation, and would not meet with

great opposition.

In the present uncertainty as to the future form of the Fire
Prevention Department in Massachusetts,

it

has seemed to the

Commissioner best that he should not present to the coming
Legislature

bills

to accomplish these reforms.

House Bill No. 1750
House

Bill

tee this year, proposes to

make

fire

prevention a part of a State

building department, to re-enact the
tically as

(1915).

No. 1750, which was referred to a recess commitfire

prevention laws prac-

they stand, and to transfer to the State Building

Department the personnel

of the present Fire Prevention

De-

partment, making the Fire Prevention Commissioner one of

by and subject

four deputies appointed

commissioner.

to a State building

This proposition stands or

sumption that the

fire

struction, or defective

a matter of fact, this

loss

is

maintenance
assumption

1915 the entire number of

fires

falls

with the as-

mainly due to defective con-

is

As
During the year

of proper construction.

not true.

causing loss in the Metropolitan
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of these there

were due to defective con-

maintenance

of proper construction, only

struction, or defective

274, divided as follows

:

—

Chimney,

187

Wiring,

51

Overheated steam pipe,

.

.10

Fireplace,

8

Furnace,

7

Gas

pipe,

4

Construction,

3
2

Smoke pipe,
Gas fixture,

1

Firebox,

The

1

great majority of

fires

are caused

by poor housekeeping;

they arise from matches, ashes, rubbish, improper use of fat

and

oils,

spontaneous

smoking,

combustion,

and

so

forth.

These fires must be checked, not by proper construction, but
by education of the community in the broadest sense, by
judicious regulations, by insurance legislation, by prosecution
of men guilty of arson.
For this work a good builder might

have no

As

qualifications.

far as construction enters into fire prevention

it

should

be done or required under the supervision of the Building Department,

at

the request,

possibly,

of

the

Fire

Prevention

Commissioner.
Fire prevention

been determined.
the

official

work

new, and

is

It requires

in charge.

Make

its

much
that

methods have not yet
on the part of

initiative

official

a subordinate of a

and the incentive for initiative is largely
taken away; the work will become routine; the department
will be carried along by the larger department of which it is
a part, and will not feel the vital necessity of showing results
building commissioner,

that exists to-day.
It

seems by

all

means

desirable that fire prevention should

be worked out as a separate problem,, and not merged, in

its

present undeveloped condition, with the administration of a

State building department.

The expense

of the

department during the present year

1.41 cents for each person in the Metropolitan District.

is
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Appendix
AND TOWNS

I

THE METROPOLITAN FIRE
PREVENTION DISTRICT.

CITIES

IN

The following is a list of the cities and towns included in the
Metropolitan Fire Prevention District, with the population according to the census of 1915:

—

Boston,

...

Cities.
.v

745,439

Cambridge,
Chelsea,

108,822

43,426

.

Everett,

Lynn,
Maiden,
Medford,

„

37,718

.

95,803

.

48,907

....'.

30,509

Melrose,

16,880

Newton,

43,113

Quincy,

.

40,674

Revere,

25,178

Somerville,

86,854

Waltham,
Woburn,

30,154
16,410
1,369,887

Towns.
Arlington,

14,889

Belmont,

8,081

Brookline,

33,490

Lexington,

'.

Milton,

8,600

Reading,

Rockland,

5,538

6,805
.

.

.

.

.

7,074

Saugus,

10,226

Stoneham,
Watertown,

16,515

Winchester,

10,005

Winthrop,

12,758

7,489

141,470

Total population,

1,511,357
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II.

MEMBERS OF THE FIRE PREVENTION DEPARTMENT
THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT.

IN

Fire Prevention Department for the Metropolitan District.
Commissioner,

Johii A. O'Keefe.

Deputy Commissioner,

Michael A. Murphy.

Secretary,

Harry E. Lake.

Heads of Fire Departments
City or Town.

in the

Metropolitan District.

1916.
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Building Commissionebs and Inspectoks in the Metropolitan
District

Newton,
Quincy,

.......

Reading,
Revere,

.

Rockland,
Saugus,

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

Somerville,

Stoneham,

Waltham,
Watertown,

Woburn,

Commissioner Walter R. Forbush.

Warren

S. Parker.

Robert E. Parker.
William H. Graham.
James F. Coady.
Daniel Willis.
Commissioner Geo. L. Dudley.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Albert Smith.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Thomas

.

.

.

.

.

.

Winchester,

Winthrop,

— Con.

..:...

Lally.

William H. Benjamin.
Maurice Dineen.
Charles F. Hargrave.

Henry Macksey.
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III.

AN ACT TO DEFINE THE TERM "SCHOOLHOUSE" AND
RELATIVE TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF SCHOOLHOUSES.
Be

it

enacted,

Section
include

all

1.

etc.,

as follows:

The term "schoolhouse" when used

in this act shall

buildings used wholly or mainly for instruction at public or

private schools, admitting pupils of primary,

grammar

or high school

grades or their equivalent.

Section

2.

effect before

The requirements
the

first

day

herein set forth shall be put into

of September, nineteen

hundred and seven-

teen: provided, however, that the judge of the probate court for the county
in

which any schoolhouse

is

situated

may on

the application of the

mu-

having the control of such schoolhouse
approve other plans or materials that will in his opinion adequately
safeguard the lives of the children in said schoolhouse.
Section 3. In schoolhouses not exceeding one story in height and
nicipality, person, or corporation

containing more than one school room,

if

the heating apparatus be

cated in the basement, the ceiling of the basement,

if

lo-

constructed of

combustible material, shall be protected with metal lath and cement
plaster at least three quarters of
all

an inch in thickness, or

its

equivalent;

spaces under walls and partitions and over girders, around heat and

vent pipes, and around stairways, shall be thoroughly fire-stopped with
brick in mortar, or

ment

equivalent;

its

installed at the top or

bottom

to the floor above.

No

and

self-closing fire doors shall be

of each stairway leading

from the base-

provision in this act shall be construed to

apply to portable schoolhouses.

Section 4. In schoolhouses that exceed one story in height the said
basement shall be cut off from the floor above in the following manner:
the ceilings, underside of stairways and landings, if constructed of combustible material, shall be covered with metal lath and cement plaster,
at least three quarters of an inch in thickness, or its equivalent; all
spaces under walls and partitions and over girders, around heat and
vent pipes, and around stairways, shall be thoroughly fire-stopped with
brick in mortar, or its equivalent; and self-closing fire doors shall be
installed at the top or bottom of each stairway leading from the base-

ment

to the floor above.

Section

In schoolhouses exceeding one story in height, if not of
where there are stairs or stairways connecting the
first floor with the basement, the entire basement and all rooms above
the basement used for manual training or laboratories shall be equipped
5.

fireproof construction,
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with automatic sprinklers, either wet or dry systems, provided with an
adequate and constant water supply, and installed in accordance with
the standard regulations adopted by the district police. Such sprinkler
systems shall be adequately protected against freezing, and shall be
kept in commission and under pressure whenever the building is occupied
for school purposes.
Where basements are equipped with automatic
sprinklers, as provided in this section, the self-closing doors for base-

ment

stairways, as provided in sections three

and

four,

need not be

fire

doors.

Section

In schoolhouses containing more than one room, parshall not be allowed in the basement, unless
they be covered with metal lath and cement plaster, or its equivalent;
and if heating apparatus be located in a basement that is not of fireproof
construction such apparatus shall be separated from other parts of the
basement by fireproof partitions, the openings in which shall be equipped
with self-closing fire doors.
Section 7. In all schoolhouses, corridors leading to two or more
exits shall be divided by a cross partition equipped with self-closing
titions of

6.

wooden sheathing

double swinging doors.

Section

8.

room purposes
that have two

Rooms

situated in the attic shall not be used for class

unless such rooms open on adequately lighted corridors

free and widely separated stairways leading to the exits
from the building.
Section 9. In the city of Boston it shall be the duty of the building
commissioner and in other parts of the commonwealth it shall be the
duty of the building inspection department of the district police, to

enforce the provisions of this act.
10.
If any city or town, or any official or officials in any
town whose duty it is to appropriate money for the construction
schoolhouses or to authorize such construction, or any person or cor-

Section
city or
of

poration having control of a private school, refuses or unreasonably
neglects to carry out the provisions of this act or such order as a judge
of a probate court

may

issue in lieu of the provisions of this act, such

city or town, such official or officials, or such person or corporation,

upon

information presented by the building commissioner in the city of Boston,

and by the

chief of the district police in other parts of the

common-

wealth, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars.
shall

It

be the duty of said building commissioner and of said chief of the

district police to present

Section

11.

information in such cases.

The requirements

of this act shall apply also to all

not of fireproof construction.
Section 12. Cities and towns may incur debt, within the limit of
indebtedness prescribed by chapter seven hundred and nineteen of the
schoolhouses hereafter erected,

if

and thirteen, and payable within ten
making alterations in schoolhouses already
as to comply with the provisions of this act.

acts of the year nineteen hundred
years, for the purpose of

constructed, so

